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Protection of galleries with the use of mineral binders conveyed
pneumatically in Polish coal mines
Wojciech Klimas 1
Due to the increasing depth of coal mining, the particularly difficult and also specific conditions of the environment that are present in
the Polish mining industry, the new technical problems appear. The efficiency of mining industry depends, among others, on limiting
the influence of underground mining on rock mass and surface, maintaining the underground excavations, improving the ventilation
conditions and properly implementing the fire prevention. In practice, for the implementation of these tasks appropriate technologies are
being used, such as: constructing packwalls as well as insulating and explosion-proof dams, sealing of rocks, filling voids in rock mass and
behind the support. The article presents the current state of theoretical and practical knowledge on protecting galleries of longwalls with
cavings through the construction of a packwall made of mineral binders. The author describes pneumatic binder conveying system with
individual components of this system. The paper presents successive calculation steps of the pneumatic conveying system used in coal
mining. Mode of transport of mineral binders has a significant impact on their physical and mechanical properties. The choice of pneumatic
transport to convey mineral mining binders confirmed itself in practice in coal mines: “Julian”, “Piast”, “Marcel”, Szczygłowice”,
“Anna”, “Rydułtowy”.
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Introduction
The terms of maintaining preparatory excavations have a substantial influence on technical and economical
results achieved during the process of mining coal deposits, and one of the main elements of maintaining dog
headings stability during their use is the way of protecting the heading by the appropriate choice of support. In
Polish mining industry, the maintenance of dog headings stability is ensured by the use of a yielding metal
support.
During the exploitation, with the increase of depth, we have to deal with challenging and very difficult
geotechnical conditions which require setting the frames of steel arch support in increasingly smaller distances
from each other. This fact significantly raises the dog headings build and maintenance costs. Unfortunately,
despite the compaction of frames in relation to one another, it is not always possible to obtain sufficient stability
of these headings under high static loads, and especially the dynamic ones, which make it necessary to rebuild
these headings in order to maintain the desired cross-sectional size and functionality (Prusek, 2010).
Polish coal mines protect galleries of longwalls with headings with the use of such methods as setting
breakers from the side of gobs, the wooden box crib system without filling, the wooden box crib system filled
with stone, the wooden box crib system filled with binder, the protective packwall made of mineral binder
(Korzeniowski & Skrzypkowski, 2012; Madaj et al., 2001; Straś, 2007; Sidorova & Čorej, 2014).
One of the methods and also a very advantageous solution for improving the stability of preparatory
headings is to protect them with protective packwalls set along the sidewalls of the heading, whose task is to
create a very strong support pillars between longwall gobs and galleries. Protective packwalls allow for: limiting
deformation effects of rock mass pressure, isolating the longwall gobs which prevents air migration through gobs
and gas emission from gobs, reducing gas and fire dangers, and allows for significant increasing of the support
frames clear interval (Polevshchikov, 2013; Sakwa & Chudek, 1987; Xiang-Chao et al., 2015).
Maintenance of the bottom gate and the effectiveness of protective packwall made of mineral binder
depends not only on physical and mechanical parameters of bonded binder but also on the distance between
the packwall and the longwall face. The packwall should be made of mineral binder with high strength gain over
time dynamics, directly behind the wall advance, thus preventing the lowering of the roof and loosening of rock
mass superstratum (overlying strata) (Chudek et al., 1995a, 1995b; Madaj et al., 2001; Niełacny, 2009).
An important parameter causing a correct state of a packwall protected heading is appropriately matched width
of protective packwall (Andrusikiewicz & Mazurkiewicz, 1993; Andrusikiewicz, 1994). Protective packwall
width depends on the angle of dip, properties of floor rocks, the height of exploited seam, the exploitation
system (from or to the field), the depth of occurrence, the width of the heading, the compressive strength of
the material used and the dynamics of strength gain. Additionally, protective packwalls can be made with the use
of waste, including environmentally burdensome material.
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The most important factors affecting strength parameters of a protective packwall can be divided into three
basic groups: mining and technical conditions present in the area of the longwall, strength parameters of binder
forging the protective packwall and the quality of the packwall itself (its uniformity, consistency of binder, type
of water).
Stability of headings
Considering the functionality of mine headings, by stability, we mean the ability to remain in complete
technological usefulness during a certain period of time. In geomechanics, the mechanical processes taking place
in the rock mass - support system, which course is controlled and predicted in advance are called the heading
stability. When the loads carried by rock mass - support system are lower than the allowable loads and
displacements of the heading contour are within the limits of prognosticated displacements, then one can say that
the condition of heading stability is fulfilled. If the above conditions are not met, then, after setting and during
the use of heading, a loss of heading stability takes place, demonstrating itself by displacement of heading
contour, which leads to deformation of the support.
The loss of heading stability depends on the type of load affecting the heading support, and during
the process, one can distinguish: slow phenomena, related to the rheological properties of rocks, violent
phenomena, associated with sudden excretion of energy previously accumulated in the rock mass.
These phenomena directly affect the possible loss of mine headings stability, which, in the case of slow
phenomena proceeding in time, with the shift of heading contour and insufficient yield potential of the support,
deforms it and in extreme cases brings on its total destruction.
The main factors influencing the stability of the heading are:
•
mechanical, physical and rheological properties of rocks surrounding the heading,
•
the depth of the heading location and its positioning in relation to mining headings, gobs (post-operating
spaces) and tectonic disturbances,
•
the pressure imposed on the support (static and dynamic),
•
the slope of the rock mass layers,
•
the size of crack zones in sidewalls of dog headings, etc.,
•
rock mass effort (the state of exploitation relics and ongoing exploitation),
•
the shape, size, and duration of the heading’s use,
•
support construction (support capacity, yield potential).
These factors have a significant influence on the conditions of maintaining dog headings in the state of
complete technological usefulness. Therefore, the selection of protective packwalls construction depends also on
the results of analysis and evaluation of these factors. However, the main factor which influences the design of
the protected dog heading packwall is the type and size of loads affecting this heading.
The ways of protecting dog headings in terms of their stability conditions
The stability of dog headings (galleries) set in difficult mining and exploitation conditions (fields of
exploitation) can be ensured by the proper cooperation of steel arch support frames with rock mass. Good
cooperation of the support with rock mass cannot be ensured by the use of protecting galleries with breakers
method (Fig. 1). It is difficult to ensure the effective protection of dog headings along galleries of longwalls with
cavings by setting four-point or multipoint box cribs or box cribs filled with stone or binder (Fig. 2), it is also
possible to set box cribs with notches, with or without filling, which increases the contact of beams along their
whole length (Straś, 2007). Instead of wooden box cribs, one can use concrete discs or pillars supporting the roof
(Korzeniowski & Niełacny, 2010). The optimal solution is to protect dog headings along galleries of longwalls
with cavings by setting packwalls made of mineral binders (Fig. 3) (Madaj et al., 2001; Wesołowski & Klimas,
2015).

Fig. 1. The gallery protection system of ferroconcrete columns as
breakers.

Fig. 2. The wooden box crib gallery protection system.
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The protective packwall and the support of dog
heading should actively interact with rock mass,
preventing
stratification,
loosening
and
the collapse of rock mass superstratum (overlying
strata). This is possible by the best possible match
of support yield capacity to existing mining and
geological conditions, by properly fit packwall
dimensions and properly selected materials of
which the packwall is being made.
Fig. 3. The gallery protection system with the protective packwall made of mineral binder.

Technology of mineral binders use for the construction of a packwall along the gallery of longwall with
caving
In practice, coal mines use two types of mineral binders conveying systems: pneumatic and hydraulic,
together with mixed conveying systems, and each of them has certain advantages and disadvantages. The mining
mineral binders conveying systems affect the physical and mechanical properties of these binders, activating
certain components of transported mixtures and preventing them from binding during transport (Stryczek et al.,
2006). In the projected mineral binders conveying systems, it is a generally accepted principle that binder mixes
are “ready made” at the site of their use (Jahn et al., 2010; Madaj et al., 1997; Klimas, 2013).
Polish coal mines often use pneumatic mode of conveying mineral binders from the mining level or surface
to the place of their application, although one can observe the increasing interest in hydromechanical conveying
(pumps) in recent years.
The advantages of pneumatic conveying include: reliability of the equipment, its simple and easy operation,
high efficiency, the ability to regulate the amount of water added w/b (water/binder), the use of typical diameters
of the conveying system pipes, the use of binder grout of the thick - plastic consistency, the possibility of
conveying the immediately supporting binders of very short binding time. The disadvantages of pneumatic
conveying are: the unevenness of the material stream feed, which affects the strength inhomogeneity of
the structure, the possibility of plugs formation in the system in case of overly moist air or overly moist material,
the possibility of dusting in the case of not enough humidified material.
Before designing the technology of conveying mining binders via pneumatic system, one should discern if
there is a possibility of using this system in a specific mine. The lack of compressed air is definitely not
a problem, since it is possible to use compressors in underground conditions. The problem that has to be solved
by the mine is the assumption of systems solutions universality and the degree of mechanisation of pneumatic
binders conveying technology.
The method of constructing packwalls along galleries of longwalls with cavings involves setting 1 or 2 rows
of wooden racks, so-called “organ”, from the caving side (Fig. 3). Backfill or ventilation screen is then stretched
on the organ to prevent penetration of mineral binder grout to the caving. The second row of racks can be placed
at a distance equal to the width of the packwall, near the frames (base plate) of the steel support. From the caving
side, the MM type mesh is placed on the ŁP support, covered with backfill or ventilation screen to prevent
penetration of mineral binder grout to the gallery. Then the fenced off space is carefully filled with the grout of
mineral binder, from the bottom to the top, up to the roof, to ensure precise binding of the packwall with rock
mass and to prevent stratification of the roof rocks. The filling of the fenced off space should be carried out from
the longwall face, along with the longwall advance.
In the course of setting the packwall, it is necessary to keep in mind the following rules:
•
the consistency of binder grout which fills the fenced off space should be in accordance with the formula,
most frequently it has a thick - plastic consistency, which ensures optimum strength parameters of
the binder,
•
the change of consistency can be carried out by the use of water valve built in on the outlet nozzle,
•
it is necessary to observe the consistency visually on a regular basis because its change will result in
a reduction of mineral binder strength parameters and prolonged binding time,
•
space should not be filled with a dry binder because the lack of water causes the stoppage of binding
process and thus causes the lack of strength of the hardened binder,
•
the fenced off space should be carefully filled from the longwall face side, from the bottom to the top, to
the roof, simultaneously with the longwall advance to prevent primary stratification of the roof rocks,
•
before setting the packwall, coal dust and small stones should be thoroughly cleaned off the floor.
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Pneumatic conveying of binders
The technology of mineral mining binders usage requires the development and application of properly
selected mechanisation of the following processes: mixing the loose components, storage, transport and
humidification in accordance with provided formulas. For the construction of packwalls along galleries of
longwalls with cavings, the principle of composing binder by dynamic dosing of liquid (make-up water) to
the flowing stream of conveyed mining mineral binders at the outlet of a pipeline in the point of their application
is used. The assumption of the universality of projected solutions of pneumatic conveying mechanisation
systems as the main set of devices for using the comprehensive technology of packwalls construction is optimal.
Polish coal mines frequently use the “POLKO” system of mineral binders pneumatic conveying. This system
belongs to high-pressure transport by lifting category.
The main problem in the process of designing the mineral binders application technology mechanization
systems are always so-called “points of contact“ of elements included in the pneumatic conveying systems with
conventional transport previously
used in the mine, where tumbling of
loose materials (binders) and
separation of particles from the
transporting air takes place (Fig. 4).
Depending on differences of
the demand for material during the
construction of packwalls along
galleries of longwalls with cavings
in given mine conditions, it is
necessary to make sure that the
system of storage and distribution
of loose materials is flexible
enough to be able to assure the
variable requirements for the
material at the site of its
Fig. 4. The exemplary “points of contact” when pouring binders.
application.
When choosing the binders
conveying technology, it is important to know the parameters of pneumatic conveying of these binders which
definitely simplifies the design of mechanisation processes. These parameters may be known from earlier
experimental research conducted by “POLKO” Cooperation and exploitation observations conducted by
operational service teams. The installation of pneumatic conveying must be designed by so selecting
the parameters of binder conveying that they meet technological requirements by minimising the cost and energy
expenditures.
The loose material (mineral binder) is suitable for pneumatic conveying when it presents the following
properties:
•
grain size (up to 50 mm, less than 0,3 of the conveying pipeline diameter), shape, homogeneity of
the fractions,
•
moisture, excessive in the case of mineral binders, fosters the formation of agglomerates and “overgrowing”
of conveying pipelines, which reduces their permeability,
•
the strength of grains determines the speed limit of grains transport, which protects them from crumbling
while keeping the stability of the flow resistance,
•
the hardness of conveyed material, together with drift speed it affects the erodibility of transport lines
(curves, pipelines),
•
the density of conveyed material, its size and shape of grains affect the speed of movement,
•
liquidity of the material refers to materials with a friability of less than 20 µm, such as binders, these
materials behave similarly to a liquid.

Pneumatic conveying equipment
The system of cyclic operation
The ”POLKO” system cyclic operation chamber feeder (Fig. 5) in pneumatic conveyors of high-pressure
pneumatic transport by lifting is a device that supplies the conveying pipeline with loose material. This feeder is
a device that determines the way of inputting material and gas to the conveying pipeline and begins to move
a biphasic mixture of solid matter and gas.
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Fig. 5. The chamber feeder of cyclic operation (Majchrzak,
2013).

If mineral binders are conveyed pneumatically with
the use of one pressure chamber feeder supplying
the conveying pipeline, then it is a cyclic operation system
with the absence of feeding the pipeline with binder during
a feeder loading cycle. This affects the entire system
performance. A characteristic feature of cyclic operation
systems is the existence of time periods for the installation
start-up,
up, loading, material transportation and purging of
the installation.
The use of cyclic operation system is closely related
to the other elements of the technological process, in
which a constant flow of loose materials (binders) should
be assured.. The pressure feeder is a combination of three
elements simultaneously cooperating with each other:
the mixing chamber, the nozzle assembly and a pressure
vessel, which is closed by the bell closure from the top,

and compressed air from the mine network is supplied by the Dn 50 pipeline.
The system of continuous operation
The choice and the use of continuous operation systems of pneumatic material conveying is influenced by
the efficiency and the keeping of the technological
technological process continuity, especially when large amounts of loose
material are handled.. The superiority of continuous operation systems of pneumatic conveying compared to
cyclic operation systems is connected primarily with the elimination of purging of the transport installation,
thereby increasing the efficiency of equipment and reducing losses associated with loading and unloading of
conveyed loose material. The following sets of equipment of the “POLKO”"
“
”" pneumatic conveying systems are
used:
•
the vertical tandem (the so-called
called tandem system) - continuity of loose material pneumatic conveying is
provided by the interaction of two pressure chambers: the lower, which is a chamber feeder supplying
the conveying pipeline with a continuous stream of material and the upper one, which is a sluice vessel,
periodically adding material into the lower chamber feeder,
•
the horizontal tandem (Fig. 6) - a system of two chamber feeders, standing next to each other and feeding
in turns the conveying pipeline, it is used in
i cases of the limited amount of space. The possible height of
the room in which the horizontal tandem is to be located as well as a way of loading chamber feeders with
loose material determine the maximum height and thereby a net capacity of chamber feeders,
feede which operate
in turns in accordance with the operation cycle of a single chamber feeder.

Conveying pipelines
Pneumatic conveying of loose materials (binders) in
mining conditions is carried out by conveying pipelines
which are hermetically sealed spaces within which
the transfer of loose materials takes place. Considering
the specificity of transported materials transfer,
pipelines and especially
cially pipeline curves should be
constructed of materials resistant to abrasive wear of
mineral - metal type. In the mining conditions, it is
necessary to pay particular attention to ensuring
the airtightness of flange joints and building pipelines
with curves
rves of the biggest possible radius, assuming for
the curve with a minimum bending radius of 1 m
the equivalent length of approximately 30 m of
the straight pipeline.
Fig. 6. Chamber feeders of continuous operation (Majchrzak,
2013).
.
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Humidification of the material at the conveying pipeline outlet
For transporting mineral binders which are used in underground engineering, the pneumatic conveying
system “POLKO” uses various types of material (binders) hydrating systems at the outlet of the pipeline (Fig. 7).
Humidification system is always chosen in dependence on
the conveying line operation parameters, the type of
transported material and the type of operation (grout, filling
of cavities, setting packwalls, etc.).
Depending on mineral binder’s water demand, compact or
separated lances are used. The first ones are connected
Fig. 7. Binder humidification system (Majchrzak, 2013).
directly to the liquid dispenser and the second ones are
separated with rubber cable of a suitably selected length.
In the case of mineral binders conveying it is often required
to mix them more precisely, which can be achieved by
separating the lance and the liquid distribution pipe from
the dispenser by increasing the length of binders mixing
effective section. Humidification system enables the lance
operator to dispense the appropriate amount of water
defined in the binder formula, while simultaneously
minimising dust emission.
Photo 1. Lance (Majchrzak, 2013).

The selection of pneumatic conveying equipment
When choosing the optimal solutions of mineral binders pneumatic conveying systems for specific
conditions and capabilities of a mine, for building packwalls along galleries of longwalls with cavings, it is
necessary to take into consideration the following matters:
•
the maximum use of equipment currently present in a mine (silos, chamber feeders, transit stations,
pipelines, etc.) in order to minimise investment costs,
•
adjusting the mechanisation of loading to the conditions in existing mine headings,
•
the selection of pneumatic conveying parameters to best fit the existing route configuration, ensuring
the proper flow of binder and minimising the amount of compressed air,
•
ensuring the stability of certain properties of the conveyed mineral binders,
•
mineral binders range of applications,
•
reliability of the equipment.
The technology of setting packwalls along galleries of longwalls with cavings bases on the so-called “semidry” method, which means a displacement - transport by lifting - of mineral binders by conveying pipelines,
while at the outlet of the pipeline, in the place where a packwall is being set, the make-up liquid (water) is
dynamically dosed into a stream of conveyed biphasic mixture of solid matter and gas.
The construction of a packwall by a dynamic hit of a three-phase stream (gas-liquid-binder), into the space
fenced off by backfill screen, gives a very good binding effect of the mineral binder itself, together with rapid
increments of its strength parameters. The proper consistency of binder, which guarantees the optimal
parameters of binded material, is achieved by adjusting the length of the mixing chamber section where
the conveyed mineral binder gets mixed with liquid. The adjustment range of the devices should contain
the highest performance requirements specified by the technology of mining the longwall.
The designing of conveying installations for building protective packwalls in galleries of longwalls with
cavings should include the following steps (Korzeniowski & Niełacny, 2010; Niełacny, 2009; Piątkiewicz, 1999;
Sakwa & Chudek, 1987):
•
determining the mode of binder conveying to the area of a designed longwall,
•
determining the need for compressed air and the selection of compressors if necessary,
•
testing the movement of material(binder) on research - test stand made on a technical scale,
•
for the calculated width of a packwall, the height of the exploited area and the daily advance of the wall
during its start-up phase and later operation, the space that must be filled with the binder is calculated,
•
the daily performance of binder transport installation which allows filling the fenced off space with
the binder is calculated,
•
calculation of the average real hourly performance,
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

determining the location of the discharge chamber considering a way of mineral binder delivery and
unloading, and the chamber’s ability to be supplied with compressed air,
calculating the equivalent length Lz of mineral binder for the packwall setting conveying route as
an adequate effective length of pneumatic conveying pipelines.
Lz = Lh + Lv + Lα
(1)
where: Lz - equivalent length of pipeline route [m],
Lh - total length of horizontal pipelines (with a maximum tolerance of 10%) [m],
Lv - equivalent length of the vertical sections recalculated for horizontal [m],
Lα - equivalent length of all the curves in the installation [m].
conveying pipeline route selection, while minimising the number of curves (minimum bending radius
rmin = 1m),
based on measurements, the feeding air pressure is checked, and the minimum value of it is determined as
pz = 0,45 MPa,
the allowable quantity of water in the feeding air is determined (< 1 g/l),
the maximum pressure of water added to the binder in front of the dispenser is determined (< 1,0 MPa),
calculation diagram is prepared to calculate the available pressure difference to overcome the movement
resistance of the conveying system two-phase mixture (gas-binder),
the average pressure drop per unit length of the pipeline ∆p/l is calculated
∆p
(2)
∆p / l =
Lz
where: p/l – pressure drop per unit [MPa/m],
∆p – available pressure difference [MPa],
Lz - equivalent length of pipeline route [m],
& (most frequently measured is the volumetric flow rate V& with
when knowing the mass flow rate of gas m
the use of flanges, measuring nozzles, rotameters or thermal, turbine, ultrasonic counters, etc.) and its
density ρg the conveying air demand Vm during the transport of material (binder) is calculated,
also the gas velocity in the characteristic points of the installation wx (at the beginning of the conveying
pipeline and in diameters changing point) is calculated,
m&
(3)
wx =
A ⋅ ρx
where: wx – air velocity in the characteristic point of the installation [m/s],
m& – gas volume flow rate [m3/s],
A – section area of the pipeline [m2],
ρx – gas density in the characteristic point of the installation [kg /m3],
(4)
ρx = ρg + ρ p
ρg = ρN

(p

5

)

− ϕ ⋅ p p ⋅ TN
p N ⋅ Tr

ρ p = ϕ ⋅ ρ ''

(5)
(6)

where: ρg - dry gas density [kg /m ],
ρp- density of water vapor contained in gas [kg /m3],
ρ″- density of saturated water vapor [kg /m3],
ρN =1,2829 kg/m3 - density of dry gas in standard conditions (TN= 273,16 K, pN= 101,325 kPa),
pp- pressure of saturated vapor for the air temperature in the pipeline Tr.
3

•
•
•

the gas velocity at the point of mineral binder discharge should be placed within the specified range of
10 – 20 m/s,
the particle velocity value wc is most frequently determined approximately, by taking the slip rate of
0,5 – 0,8 of gas velocity w. It depends on the density and diameter of particles together with the material
flow rate,
& c is calculated [kg/s]
the material flow rate m
m& c =

320

mm
tt

(7)
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•

where: mm - mass of material in kg,
tt - transport time in s,
mass concentration of the mixture in the conveying pipeline µ is calculated,

µ=
where: µ

•
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m& c
m&

(8)

– mixture concentration [kg/kg],
– material (binder) mass flow rate [kg/s],

m& c
m& – gas mass flow rate [kg/s],

the Reynolds number Re, which determines the similarity of viscous forces, is also calculated
Re = wx ⋅ d ⋅ ρ x
η
where: w – gas phase velocity [m/s],
d – diameter of the pipeline [m],
ρ – gas density [kg/m3],
η – the dynamic coefficient of gas viscosity [Pa.s].

(9)

The mechanisation of manufacturing and conveying of binders
Depending on the technical and organisational conditions of a mine, the conveying of binders and the
packwall along the gallery of longwall with caving can be set by pneumatic conveying in two variants (Madaj et
al., 1997, 2002, 2002; Klimas, 2013; Majchrzak, 2013):
•
variant I (Fig. 8) - the transport of mineral binders to their areas of application is performed with the use of
pressure chamber feeders, located at a given level (“Anna” and “Piast” coal mines). This requires, however,
delivering packages of mineral binders (bags or big- bags) to a given level with mine carts and then
unloading binder and reloading it into the feeder. These operations are time-consuming and require
additional organisational and economic costs.
•
variant II (Fig. 9) - is a delivery of mineral binders from the mine surface to the place of their application
by pneumatic conveying (“Julian” coal mine). For this purpose, the pressure chamber feeders are set on the
surface and at a given extraction level (together with transit stations if necessary). The advantage of this
variant is the long distance of binder conveying, efficiency, speed and fluency of the works, as well as
eliminating the exposure of maintenance staff to a binder.

Photo 2a,b. Wheeled transport of binder from the surface in “big-bags” and its
loading into chamber containers in “Anna” and “Piast” coal mines (Madaj et
al., 2002).
Fig. 8. The diagram of binders conveying system from the
mine surface to the place of their application in a coal mine
conditions: 1. silo, 2. big-bags with binder, 3. hoist ,
4. chamber feeders, 5. power supply, 6. divider, 7. pipeline,
8. lance (Madaj et al., 2002).
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Photo 3. Dump station (Majchrzak., 2013).
Fig. 9. The diagram of binders conveying system from the
mine surface to the place of their applications in a coal mine
conditions: 1 - binder storage silos, 2 - chamber feeder,
3- power supply, 4 - pneumatically controlled two-way
divider, 5 - transport pipeline, 6 - dump station , 7 – lance, in
“Julian” coal mine (Majchrzak, 2013).
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Getting the mining exploitation down to a greater depths causes more and more problems with the proper
protection of dog headings.
The choice of support of higher performance and its compaction does not always ensure the stability of
galleries.
It is essential to comprehensively secure dog headings with the use of additional methods and means to
maintain the desired size and functionality of the headings cross-sections.
Among the different ways of securing dog headings, the best effects are achieved by setting a packwall
made of the mineral binder.
The effect of making a protective packwall in a gallery is the reduction of rock mass reforming pressures
influence, isolation of gobs, which reduces gas and fire risks, and a significant increasing of the support
frames clear interval.
The effectiveness of a protective packwall made of mineral binder depends not only on binder’s physical
and mechanical parameters, but the distance of a packwall from the longwall’s face is also very important.
The protective packwal should be made of the mineral binder with a high dynamics of strength gain, along
with the advance of the longwall, which prevents the lowering of the roof and loosening of roof rocks which
encumber the support and the packwall.
Very important is the width of a packwall, which depends on the dip angle, the properties of floor rocks,
the height of seam, the system of exploitation, the depth of exploitation, the width of the heading,
the strength of binder and the dynamics of strength gain.
Coal mines use pneumatic, hydraulic and mixed mineral binders conveying systems.
Conveying systems affect the physical and mechanical properties of mining mineral binders because they
activate certain components of conveyed mixtures and prevent them from binding during transport.
In Polish coal mines, the pneumatic mode of mineral binders conveying is preferred, although recent years
have seen increased interest in hydromechanical conveying (pumps).
The advantages of pneumatic conveying are: reliability of equipment, its simple and easy operation, high
efficiency, ability to regulate the amount of added water w/b (water/binder), the use of typical diameters of
pipes in the conveying systems, the use of grout with thick - plastic consistency, the ability of conveying
the immediately supporting binders with very short binding time.
The disadvantages of pneumatic conveying are: the unevenness of the material stream feed, which affects
the strength inhomogeneity of the build up the structure, the possibility of plugs formation in the system in
case of overly moist air or overly moist material and the possibility of dusting in the case of not enough
moistened material.
The building of roadside packs along galleries of longwalls with cavings by means of pneumatic conveying
system adopts the formulation of binder mixture via the dynamic introduction of fluid (make-up water) to
the flowing stream of conveyed binders at the outlet of the pipeline in the point of their application.
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15. A major problem is the assumption of systems solutions universality and the mechanisation degree of
binders pneumatic conveying technology.
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